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Please follow these green signs!

Steinburg

For navigation systems, please type in „Steinburgstraße“ or „Reussenweg“!
The GPS-coordinates for the Steinburg are: N 49.80615° E 9.91338°
A 7 Kassel motorway exit Würzburg - Estenfeld:
Direction Würzburg towards B 19 - use the right lane - pass the local entrance sign to Würzburg - turn right at the first traffic
light in direction Versbach/Lindleinsmühle-here you are on the Versbacher Strasse - turn left at the second traffic light into the
Zinklesweg - pass the university clinics on the Oberdürrbacher Strasse - on the left pass the Sportpark „Am Stein“and follow
the main street for approximately 1.5 km until you come to the Rotkreuzhof - turn left and follow the main street through a small
forest - this road leads you directly to the backside of the hotel.
A 3 Frankfurt, A 81 Stuttgart, A 6 Heilbronn motorway exit Kist - Würzburg:
Direction Würzburg towards B 27 - consider the departure sign Würzburg - pass Höchberg and stay on the left lane in direction
Fulda/Karlstadt - stay on the main street until you pass a bridge “Brücke der deutschen Einheit“ - take the left lane on the bridge
- turn left - stay on the B27 to Fulda /Karlstadt - take the next possible exit to the right in direction Unterdürrbach - pass the
traffic circle straight on and follow the main street through the Dürrbachtal - after approx. 2 km you see a light blue house VR
Bank on the right - turn right into the Steinburgstrasse - this road leads you directly to the hotel.
A 3 Nürnberg, A 7 Ulm motorway exit Rottendorf/Biebelried:
Direction Würzburg towards B 8 - pass the local entrance sign of Würzburg - at the big crossing you stay on the right lane - drive
in direction Versbach/Lindleinsmühle here you are on the Versbacher Strasse - turn left at the second traffic light into the Zinklesweg - pass the university clinics on the Oberdürrbacher Strasse - on the left pass the Sportpark „Am Stein“and follow the
main street for approximately 1.5 km until you come to the Rotkreuzhof - turn left and follow the main street through a small
forest - this road leads you directly to the backside of the hotel.
Dear guest, on your way to us passing the Steinburgstraße or the Reußenweg please respect the speed limit of 30 km/h
– thank you!

For planning the way
to us, please scan
this QR-Code.

